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INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 01



AI, Machine Learning, and all their 
components are continuing to have a 
growing impact on organisations, and 
consequently service desks. While industry 
analysts and thought leaders continue 
to provide content on these topics to 
empower IT departments to prepare for 
these changes, the reality is that many 
organisations are simply not ready to 
implement highly cognitive technologies.

This report will look at the thoughts and 
predictions of those that will be most 
affected by these advances, IT themselves; 
from the skills service desk analysts of 
the future will need, to how automation is 

impacting individual organisations, to 
generally how IT professionals feel about 
the future of the industry. This in turn 
will provide IT leaders with the ability to 
prepare for the future with upskilling and 
service development, as well as provide 
an insight into what trends we could 
expect to see into 2021 and beyond.

Between November and December 
2020, the Service Desk: 2021 and Beyond 
survey was sent to a wide variety of 
service desk professionals, from both 
public and private sector service desks 
and a large range of organisation sizes.
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CHAPTER 02

DEMOGRAPHICS



Report results

IT Director / C-Level16%

27%

27%

7%

8%

10%

5%

IT Manager / Other Manager

Service Desk Manager 

Service Desk Team Leader

Service Desk Analyst

Consultant

Other

27%

27%
7%8%

5%

10%

16%

JOB TITLE
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61%

21%

17%

Report results

Internal Business Employees61%

21%

17%

External Business Employees

External Consumers

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE 
YOUR CUSTOMERS?
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58%

26%

11%

5%

Report results

0–24926%

5%

11%

58%

250—499

500—999

1,000+

SIZE OF ORGANISATION
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SKILLS 
DEVELOPMENT
& TECHNOLOGY

CHAPTER 03



As organisations and IT departments 
implement more intelligent technologies, 
many of the day to day tasks of service 
desk staff are shifted left, as different levels 
of the support team adjust to take on more 
complex, higher value work. As we can see 
by the data above, an evolving role does 
not always result in a job title change, with 
31% of respondents highlighting that while 
their responsibilities have change as a 
result of technology, their job title did not. 

Interestingly, Service Desk Managers were 
the most likely cohort to have received 
a job title change as well as different 
responsibilities, while no service desk 
analysts received a job title change 
alongside changing responsibilities.

40%
31%

29%

Report results

Yes, my job title and responsibilities have changed40%

31%

29%

Yes, my job title and responsibilities have changed but not my title

No

HAS YOUR ROLE CHANGED AS 
A RESULT OF TECHNOLOGICAL 
ADVANCES AND IMPLEMENTATIONS 
SINCE STARTING YOUR CURRENT JOB?
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An overwhelming 97% of respondents 
agreed that technology has improved their 
working life, with 75% agreeing absolutely. 
Technology can be thought of as something 
which threatens lower paid roles, but it 
is important to reframe this mindset and 
understand that technology exists to 
assist us. While it can be an effective way 
to reduce support costs and improve the 
efficiency of IT, ultimately technology should 
enhance the service IT provides and improve 
the working lives of staff and customers. 
Therefore, it is positive to see such a large 
proportion of respondents agreeing that 
technology has benefited them in this way.

3%

DO YOU FEEL LIKE TECHNOLOGY HAS 
IMPROVED YOUR WORKING LIFE?

Report results

Yes, absolutely75%

22%

3%

Yes, somewhat

No

75%

22%
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19%

38%

Training, skills development, and career progression are key to 
ensuring your organisation stays ahead of the game and can evolve 
alongside technology. Without sufficient training, staff may not 
be adequately equipped to deal with changes to their role which 
can impact the efficiency of IT, or it could result in that technology 
replacing a member of staff if they are not able to develop their 
skillset. Neither scenario is ideal, therefore it is crucial that your 
organisation has a robust skills development process in place to 
avoid efficiency and/or job losses. 

We can see here that around 80% of respondents agree their 
organisation support skills development at least somewhat. 
Interestingly, IT Directors and Managers were more likely to agree 
than service desk managers or analysts. This could suggest that 
there are better skills development opportunities for more senior 
members of staff, or it could mean that IT Directors and Managers 
may not have full visibility into the reality of how skills development 
is being implemented. 

SDI data shows that the service desk still spends the majority of 
time day to day firefighting due to a heavy workload. In this instance, 
it can be difficult to balance service desk performance with staff 
development, but perhaps by communicating with more senior staff 
within IT, the service desk can relay some of the struggles they are 
facing and work holistically to find solutions to ensure IT staff are 
supported in their career development and the service desk can still 
meet expectations and performance requirements.

43%

Report results

Yes, absolutely43%

38%

19%

Yes, somewhat

No

DO YOU FEEL YOUR  
ORGANISATION ADEQUATELY 
SUPPORTS SKILLS DEVELOPMENT?
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Arguably, even if you do provide skills 
development opportunities to staff, they 
may not be willing to take advantage of 
them for one reason or another. However, 
the vast majority of respondents agreed 
that they would be willing to learn new 
skills or even move to other areas within 
the business. There is evidence to support 
the idea that providing your staff with 
development opportunities creates a type 
of loyalty to the organisation, resulting in 
staff staying with the company for longer, 
working more efficiently, and being 
happier in their roles. Therefore, it is in 
the organisations best interest to provide 
staff opportunities to grow and develop.

WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO LEARN 
NEW SKILLS OR MOVE TO OTHER 
AREAS WITHIN THE BUSINESS?

Report results

Yes89%

4%

7%

No

Unsure

89%

7%

4%
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More technical troubleshooting 
due to users working from home a 

lot more. It can be more difficult to talk 
users through fixes when they are off site 

if you cannot remotely assist so more 
emphasis on the communication skill 

which was already important.

HAS COVID-19 IMPACTED 
YOUR SERVICE DESKS’ SKILLS 
REQUIREMENT? IF SO, HOW?

Changes to working environments due 
to COVID-19 have resulted in a need to 
adapt and alter how we work and provide 
support. According to respondents, 
some key skills which have become more 
prevalent include remote support and the 
technical challenges that come with that, 
learning how to use different collaboration 
tools and of course learning how to 
communicate in new ways, and being 
mindful of the customer when interacting 
with them and practicing empathy. Agility 
and self-sufficiency were also common 
phrases, and while these are not necessarily 
skills, it has clearly been necessary for IT 
departments to exhibit these attributes in 
order to keep the business running and 
provide an effective service. 

Yes - our people have had 
to become far more self-

sufficient due to working remotely. 
Collaboration was a challenge 

during the earlier part of COVID 
however technology has helped 

us to overcome this.

Learning how to use 
the many different 

collaboration tools and 
platforms as zoom etc.

I needed to 
increase empathy 
with the customer.

I think 
that updating 

skills is an ongoing 
change that we go 
through in order to 

continue up the 
career ladder.
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Service Desk professionals 
need to be “T shaped” and branch 
out knowledge into all areas of an 

organization’s IT order to partner on the 
smooth delivery of new service and problem 

resolution. Move away from low skill level 
service desks to high skill level that add 

value in many areas of the IT organization, 
especially by way of representing the 

user and support experience.

WHAT SKILLS DO YOU THINK SERVICE DESK 
PROFESSIONALS WILL NEED IN THE NEXT 3 TO 5 YEARS?

While many responses did not necessarily mention 
specific skills, more methodologies or technologies 
that service desk staff will need to adapt to, i.e. 
DevOps, cloud services, or AI, a common theme 
was that the skills that service desk staff need will 
ultimately shift to allow them to transcend their role 
and take on more complex and valuable tasks. Many 
respondents mentioned that technologies like Virtual 
Assistants will take on many of the tasks that first-line 
support traditionally does, meaning that service desk 
staff will need to evolve their skills in line with this.

Several respondents noted that “soft” skills, customer 
service, and empathy will be necessary skills for 
service desk staff in the future, which supports the 
idea that IT departments are looking to shift towards 
a customer-centric approach to service. Some 
comments mentioned that service desk staff will 
need to have a broader knowledge of more topics, 
though not necessarily be experts in all or any of 
them. This “T-shaped skillset” way of thinking is 
becoming more and more popular and supports 
the idea that service desk staff could transition to 
supporting other areas of the business.

Ability to manage 
more multi-channel 

interactions. Improved 
technical ability to get 
home workers up and 
running more quickly.

Less front-line skills 
(password resets etc.) as 

that will be handled more by AI. 
Service Desk will become more 

2nd line skilled. IT equipment 
fixing will diminish & support 

for apps will increase.

Developing 
the capabilities of 

AI Virtual Assistants is 
key in allowing more trivial 

contacts to be managed without 
distracting from the more 

serious and technical issues a 
Service Desk professional 

will face.

Flexibility, 
and breadth of 

knowledge rather 
than depth; knowing 

a little about a lot.

Technical, Soft 
Skills, Experience 
Management and 
remote services.
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STRATEGY  
& TRENDS

CHAPTER 04



90%

Strategy is an important part of any 
department’s responsibility; strategies 
translate purpose and objectives into plans 
that can be acted upon, measured, and 
updated as required to achieve the desired 
outcomes. A service desk strategy should 
be set in line with that of IT and the wider 
business, so as to enable the service desk to 
effectively support the business and help it 
to achieve its own strategic objectives.

It is crucial to the success of a strategy that 
IT staff are aware of it, understand how it 
impacts them, and how they can actively 
work towards helping the wider business 
achieve the goals set out in the strategy. 
Here, we can see that 90% of respondents 
specified they are familiar with the service 
desk or IT strategy, which is positive to 
note. Further analysis of the data showed 
that position within the company had little 
to no impact on the individual’s response, 
which suggests that the strategy is well 
communicated among stakeholders.

Report results

Yes90%

10% No

ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH YOUR 
SERVICE DESK/IT STRATEGY?

10%
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Back office functions and their respective 
service desks will often need to interact 
for one reason or another. As such, it may 
be beneficial to be aware of each service 
desk’s individual strategy, if applicable, to 
understand how they can support each other 
and the wider business. 16% of respondents 
identified that while their service desks are 
separate entities, they are still aware of other 
service desks’ main strategies.

Interestingly, 13% and 23% respectively have 
merged back office functions or share core 
technologies and frameworks, both of which 
are aspects of Shared Services, or Enterprise 
Service Management (ESM). A further 10% 
specified that they have started to talk 
about cross-collaboration. Improved cross-
company communication and collaboration 
can help to improve efficiency across service 
and support teams and improved visibility 
of other teams. Shared services can help 

ARE OTHER BACK OFFICE FUNCTIONS 
(I.E. HR, FINANCE, FACILITIES) AWARE OF 
THE SERVICE DESK’S MAIN STRATEGY?

to break down silos within organisations, 
which, along with the benefits identified, can 
lead to better customer experience and a 
better perception and understanding of the 
business value of the service desk.

Nearly 30% of respondents specified that 
there is little communication or collaboration 
between back office functions. Shared 
services can unite business functions to 
directly support an organisation’s vision and 
goals. Sharing processes, tools, teams, Best 
Practice, and knowledge can begin to break 
down traditional siloed departments and 
create a more cohesive and collaborative 
approach to working. By building on existing 
collaboration activities within a company, 
businesses can work to significantly reduce 
the difficulty of merging support functions 
and processes, thus significantly minimising 
the effects of cultural and political 
differences between business functions.

Report results

Yes, as we have merged 
back office functions into 

one central service desk

13 %

23%

10%

16%

29%

9%

Yes, as we share core 
technologies and/or frameworks

Yes, we have started to talk 
about cross-collaboration

Yes, but their service desks 
are a separate entity to ours

No, there is little communication 
/collaboration between the 

back office functions

Unsure

23%

29%
16%

10%

9% 13%
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When asked what main area their service 
desk would be focusing on in 2021, the 
largest proportion specified they will be 
focusing on automation of processes, tasks, 
and ticket handling. This is understandable, 
and as we have seen across several SDI 
reports, improving the efficiency and quality 
of IT services using automation has fast 
become a significant focus for organisations.

15% of respondents will look to focus on 
their Digital Transformation journey. As 
previously mentioned, technology is having 

WHAT MAIN AREA WILL YOUR ORGANISATION/
IT DEPARTMENT BE FOCUSING ON IN 2021?

a significant impact on organisations 
and having a digital strategy is integral 
to ensure IT remains relevant and can 
evolve alongside developing technologies. 
Furthermore, particularly in 2020, the need 
to have an established digital strategy with 
steps put in motion was paramount to 
moving to supporting a remote workforce. 
It is important to note that a Digital 
Transformation journey can encompass 
a variety of things, as it will differ from 
organisation to organisation.

Service desk motivation, a customer-
centric approach to service management, 
and channel improvements will also be 
significant focus areas in 2021. Ultimately, 
any focus the service desk may have should 
consider the impact on the customer as 
well as IT services. It is important to involve 
key business stakeholders when looking to 
develop a strategy or project, including key 
customers, to understand how IT can support 
the business and continually improve the 
customer experience.

ITSM platform change 6%
Improving the productivity of our end-users 4%

Move from traditional SLAs to experience level agreements 2%
Developing co-operation with outsourced provider 0%

Other 5%

Automation of processes, tasks and ticket handling 36%
Digital transformation journey 15%

Service desk motivation, improvement, churn or training 12%
Customer-centric approach to service management 10%

Channel improvements (email, portal, chat, etc.) 10%
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WHAT DO YOU EXPECT TO BE  
A BIG TREND FOR ITSM IN 2021?

Intelligent automation 33%
Collaboration tools 30%

Machine learning and AI 26%
Health and wellbeing

Predictive analytics 22%

IT security 45%
Chatbots and virtual agents 44%

Self-service 42%
ITIL4 36%

Customer experience and XLAs 34%

Other 6%

Enterprise service management 20%
Robotic process automation 16%

DevOps/agile/lean 16%
Omnichannel support and service orchestration 14%

Performance data 11%

22%
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Interestingly, the topic which is expected to 
be a big trend by the most respondents is 
IT security. Given that many organisations 
expect to continue to support a remote 
workforce, it makes sense for security to 
be a significant consideration. VPNs, VDIs, 
and other tools to encrypt and secure an 
individual’s connection while they work will 
probably be spoken about more this year 
as it becomes more of a whole of IT matter, 
rather than simply a security one.

Chatbots and Virtual Agents, as specified 
by 44% of respondents, and self-service, as 
specified by 42% of respondents, are also 
predicted to be more significant topics 
this year. While these topics were common 
among respondents of all job titles, IT 
Directors and Managers seemed to be 
slightly more likely to choose these options 
than service desk staff. 

Intelligent automation, along with AI and 
Machine Learning, were expected to be big 

topics in 2021 by 33% and 26% respectively. 
Interestingly, no service desk analysts and 
very few service desk team leaders chose 
either of these options. These two topics 
can be considered the basis for Robotic 
Process Automation (RPA) and Omnichannel 
Support and Service Orchestration, which 
were predicted to be big topics by 16% and 
14% of respondents respectively. IT Directors 
and Service Desk Managers in particular 
chose these options more frequently. 

Customer Experience and XLAs was 
predicted to be a big topic in 2021 by 34% 
of respondents. SDI Insight shows that 
awareness of XLAs is growing within the 
industry, and it is interesting to note that IT 
staff outside of the service desk are aware 
of what they are. Service desk performance 
data is often used to assess the success of 
IT services, though we are seeing a shift in 
what we define as success. For example, 
SDI Insight shows that many service 

desks monitor success using Customer 
Experience measures and use this as a way 
to demonstrate value to the business. XLAs 
are a good vehicle to embed customer-
centricity into your culture and pinpoint what 
matters most to your key stakeholders, which 
in turns allows you to effectively monitor 
how the service desks performs against 
these parameters. For service desks looking 
to focus on moving towards a customer—
centric approach to service management, 
XLAs are an excellent place to start and can 
help you bridge the gap between monitoring 
traditional metrics and experience. 

In a similar vein, 22% of respondents 
believe predictive analytics will be a big 
topic this year, along with 11% who predict 
performance data being significant. 
Predictive analytics can help IT professionals 
make data-driven decisions to improve the 
efficiency of IT, whilst also improving the 
customer experience. 

WHAT DO YOU EXPECT TO BE  
A BIG TREND FOR ITSM IN 2021?
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It is now clear that the pandemic will not 
end with 2020, but it will bleed into 2021 
and will have long-term effects on the 
service desk, IT, and wider business. There 
was certainly a range of concerns from 
respondents which can be summarised into 
several key factors. However, many of the 
concerns centred around remote working, 
suggesting that industry professionals 
believe large scale remote working will 
continue to be the norm this year.

“Lack of information sharing resulting in 
lesser quality.”

“Burn-out both their own and that of 
remote employees that aren’t used to 
working remotely.”

“Most people I know in a service 
position are quite social, the strain of 
this prolonged isolation is going to take 
a toll and teams need to be ready for 
the drop in productivity and absences 
that may come with that.”

Concerns which focused on IT service 
employees ranged from productivity to 
emotional wellbeing. Some respondents 
expressed concern that remote working 
could lead to a lack of collaboration and 
less information being shared among teams, 
leading to siloed working and decreased 
efficiency. The other aspect of this is that 
isolation and lack of interaction can be 
very difficult for some individuals. Many 
responses mentioned emotional wellbeing 
and work-life balance being a challenge in 
2021; increasing customer expectations and 
demand with limited resources and time 
could lead to burnout for IT staff, so it will be 
a significant challenge for managers to work 
with their team to reduce the risk of this. 

“Shifting from basic helpdesk to 
automated self-service.”

“The pandemic has greatly increased 
the volume of calls, emails and account 
requests to the service desk so 

resourcing and managing work volumes 
will be a challenge. Trying to develop 
the Service Desk to increase automation 
and self-service for users will be difficult 
due to resourcing pressures.”

“Managing cost pressures while finding 
the time to grow automation and 
process efficiency gains.”

“Restrictions on budgets and upskilling 
in terms of support for cloud and digital 
technology.”

“Loss of jobs as catch and dispatch can 
be performed easily via chatbots.”

“Changing technological landscape will 
demand quick adaptability.”

Technology was a common factor among 
responses, though and interesting 
observation is that respondents either 
spoke about challenges to implement 
technology or challenges brought about by 
technology. Some examples of this can be 

WHAT CHALLENGES DO YOU THINK SERVICE DESK 
PROFESSIONALS WILL FACE IN THE SHORT TERM 
WHILE WE WORK THROUGH THIS PANDEMIC?
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seen in the quotations above, but we can 
see that balancing budget and resource 
constraints with improving efficiencies using 
automation and upskilling staff appropriately 
will be a challenge for IT departments. 
On the other hand, some respondents 
mentioned that they fear implementing new 
technologies will require IT staff to be more 
adaptable and could potentially lead to job 
losses. Previously, we spoke about training 
and development being key to ensuring 
the organisation can evolve with new 
technologies and create job security for staff.

“Customer experiences, as when home 
working, the customer may not have 
the same tools and resource available 
and may not understand limitations on 
performance.”

“Struggling to get hold of end users and 
poor home internet speeds.”

“End-users being impatient, greater 
workloads with more pressure on 
completion.”

Many respondents are concerned with 
customer experience and meeting 
expectations while working remotely. There 
were some challenges specific to a lack 
of resources and poor home setup on 
the customer’s end causing difficulty in 
supporting remote customers, though many 
respondents specified they felt the challenge 
lies in not meeting customer expectations 
due to these barriers. It is important to work 
with key stakeholders, including customers, 
to ensure expectations are practical and 
achievable. IT Directors can be instrumental 
in this process by giving the service desk a 
platform to engage with other areas of the 
business, especially if the voice of the service 
desk is often overlooked.
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One word could summarise the majority 
of responses to this question: technology. 
While some responses considered “people” 
or “process”, technology was certainly 
the overarching theme. Before we get 
into the responses, it is interesting to 
note that service desk analysts and team 
leaders did not have much to say on this 
topic, with some responding they were 
not sure, or that we needed to focus on 
the now. It is important for organisations to 
consider what the future landscape could 
look like and prepare accordingly. It is 
particularly important for service desk staff 
to understand where the industry could be 
headed as it gives them an insight into what 
skills they may need for the future. Being 

“future-ready” extends past technology 
and strategy, and as we have established, 
staff need to have the necessary skills to 
transcend their current roles and help ease 
the transition for the organisation.

“Fully automised service desk”

“More automation and orchestration”

“More automated process flow, AI 
integration and more expansion into 
business functional process execution.”

“Intelligent automation.”

Automation featured heavily in responses, 
and seemingly many industry professionals 
believe that automated workflows and 
service orchestration will be staples of 
service management in the future. While 
automation in these applications alone can 
have great benefits for the service desk, they 
are also essential in building a foundation for 
service desks looking to implement AI and 
Machine Learning powered technologies.

“I think we will see larger adoption of 
Chat and AI within chat. The disruption 
of 2020 is most likely going to drive 
a stability focus for 2021 rather than 
change. But the Chat and AI will start 

picking up after that and we’ll see it 
used everywhere by 2025.”

“A shift from self-help to a guided AI 
/ Chat-bot driven model in resolving 
incidents.”

“I would like to see omnichannel support 
more prevalent to improve the speed 
and efficiency of customer interactions. 
Also, a continuation of shift left so users 
can obtain what they want when they 
want it themselves.”

“80% of calls will be processed by virtual 
agents.”

Another common theme centred around 
sophisticated support channels, like 
chatbots and virtual agents. A significant 
proportion of respondents believe that first 
line IT support will be handled in part or 
entirely by these tools, thereby supporting 
Shift Left initiatives and leading to a more 
self-serving culture among customers. In 

DO YOU HAVE ANY THOUGHTS OR PREDICTIONS 
REGARDING THE FUTURE OF ITSM? WHAT DO 
YOU THINK THE NORM WILL BE IN 2025?
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turn, this would free up time for service 
desk staff to take on more valuable 
tasks or develop new skills and move 
elsewhere within IT or the business. 
Earlier, we saw concern that this type of 
shift would result in job losses, but by 
focussing on skills development, you can 
avoid redundancies and service desk 
staff can continue to create value.

“More digitized SD support and tier 
support will disappear (swarming).”

“Proactive Incident avoidance 
through better monitoring / 
prediction of issues to resolve before 
an outage (both individual users and 
larger app infrastructure monitoring).”

“I think ITSM will start to really move 
towards customer experience 
models, rather than SLA models.”

“We should all be looking at  
ESM by 2025.”

There were a few topics which were 
mentioned less frequently, but are still 
important predictions to share. These 
thoughts ranged from shifting how IT 
tackle support, i.e. from a tiered system to 
a swarming approach, to utilising system 
monitoring tools to identify issues and 
resolve them before they cause disruption, 
to uniting back office functions and 
moving towards an ESM or Shared Services 
model. Of course, underpinning all these 
changes is improving your service for your 
customers. Some respondents mentioned 
they envisage ITSM moving towards a 
customer-centric model and focusing on 
the customer experience as a main measure 
of performance and an indicator of success. 

Every organisation will have a different 
strategy and roadmap for what their IT 
department and infrastructure will look like 
in the coming years, but it is key to have 
an understanding of the industry outside 
of your organisation. By understanding 
what is on the horizon and what could 
potentially affect your organisation in the 
future can allow you to better prepare 
for transformation, making any transition 
smoother and potentially more successful.
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WELLBEING
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In early 2020, when national lockdowns and 
restrictions were implemented to curb rising 
COVID-19 infections, organisations had little 
time to prepare to shift to remote working. 
Here, we can see that nearly three quarters 
of respondents began working from home 
as a result of COVID-19, leaving only 5% 
remaining office-based. 

There seemed to be a perception that 
everything would be “back to normal” after 
not too long and working from home would 
be a temporary change. As we now know, 
remote working will probably be here for the 
vast majority of us for a while longer. In fact, 
as we have seen, many respondents expect 
remote working to still be the norm this year.

5%

DID YOU BEGIN WORKING FROM HOME 
AS A RESULT OF COVID-19 IN 2020?

21%
Report results

Yes74%

21%

5%

No, I already worked from home

No, I remained office-based

74%
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It is positive to see that the majority of 
respondents feel their job is secure, 
though it is worth noting that IT Directors 
and Managers were more likely to answer 
that they felt secure in their role than 
service desk staff. Only 9% of respondents 
do not feel secure in their job due to 
technical advances, whereas 17% did not 
feel secure in their role due to COVID. 
A further 17% specified they did not feel 
secure in their roles for other reasons.  

ARE YOU WORRIED ABOUT 
YOUR JOB SECURITY?

Report results

No56%

17%

17%

9%

Yes because of COVID

Yes because of other reasons

Yes because of technological advances

56%

17%

17%
9%
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We can see that these proportions are fairly even, but 
the largest proportion of respondents by a small margin 
specified that their work life balance has improved. There 
was little correlation between working from home as a 
result of COVID-19 and work life balance, and position 
within the company did not seem to have an impact either. 

HOW HAS YOUR WORK LIFE BALANCE 
BEEN AFFECTED THIS YEAR BY COVID?

Report results

Better36%

33%

31%

Worse

Same

31%

36%

33%
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HAS WORK LIFE CONTRIBUTED TO YOUR 
EMOTIONAL WELLBEING IN ANY WAY?

HOW HAS YOUR EMOTIONAL WELLBEING 
BEEN AFFECTED BY COVID?

Report results

Yes67%

 33% No

Report results

Better17%

45%

38%

Worse

Same

17%

67%

33%

45%

38%
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Unfortunately, nearly half of respondents 
noted that their emotional wellbeing 
has gotten worse. This is certainly 
understandable, as many of us have 
faced significant challenges as a result of 
COVID-19, be it financial, emotional, or 
physical. However, it is promising to see 
17% of respondents specifying that their 
emotional wellbeing had improved. 

All respondents who responded positively 
either began working from home due to the 
pandemic or already worked from home 
prior to this. Of the 38% who noted their 
emotional wellbeing had remained stable, 
a significant proportion had specified that 
they already worked from home prior to 
the pandemic, suggesting that they did not 
experience much disruption to their working 
lives. We saw earlier that a small proportion 
of respondents had remained office-based, 
and the majority of this group answered that 

their emotional wellbeing had declined. 
While this does not necessarily indicate that 
remaining office-based caused this change, 
it is interesting to note the correlation. 
The stress of travelling into the office and 
spending time in a public space during the 
height of the pandemic may have been a 
factor in the emotional wellbeing of these 
respondents.

Around 60% of respondents who specified 
that their emotional wellbeing had gotten 
worse also specified that their work life 
had attributed to this. It is important that 
organisations are mindful of employees’ 
emotional wellbeing, particularly in a remote 
setting where individuals may be feeling 
more distanced from their colleagues. 
Interestingly, of the 17% of respondents who 
specified their emotional wellbeing has 
improved, around 80% highlighted that their 
work life attributed to this. 
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“This is one of the key focus areas of  
my organization and does really well.”

“We already have  
a wellbeing programme.”

“My organization is doing well to help, 
but there is just so much to deal with.”

Despite a significant proportion of 
respondents noting a decline in their 
emotional wellbeing, with the majority 
specifying their workplace had contributed 
to this, many respondents said their 
organisation was already doing a lot to 
support emotional wellbeing or that there 
was nothing else they could do. Mental 
health has become a significant topic 
within ITSM over the past few years, though 
there is still a stigma around talking about 
it in the workplace. It is good to see some 
organisations being proactive with this 
and placing importance on the emotional 
wellbeing of their staff.

“Due to salary cuts, some key staff 
left who were not replaced and more 
workload landed on my desk.  
Hopefully this will be corrected in  
the next 6 months.”

“Leadership could communicate  
with us better”

“Develop and communicate a roadmap 
of where we are and where are  
we projected to be in the next  
6, 12 and 24 months.”

“They are already very good at 
supporting staff. The one thing that 
could be changed, would be for 
managers to accept that staff are busy 
even though they are working from 
home. It seems that there is an increase 
of organisational change tasks that add 
to an already very full workload”

That being said, there were some 
suggestions from respondents on how 
organisations could better help employees’ 
emotional wellbeing. For example, 
there were several comments around 
communication between leadership and 
support staff. With significant numbers of 
staff working from home, there may be less 
visibility about what is being worked on, and 
perhaps there is a perception that support 
teams are not being as productive as they 
actually are. Simultaneously, leadership may 
be working on a roadmap for dealing with 
the pandemic long term, which is not being 
communicated to staff. Different teams 
and levels within the organisation need to 
relearn how to communicate effectively 
with each other given the barriers that have 
come about from the pandemic.

IS THERE ANYTHING YOUR 
ORGANISATION COULD DO TO HELP 
YOUR EMOTIONAL WELLBEING?
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CHAPTER 06

CONCLUSION
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It is clear that technology has had a 
significant impact on IT support in recent 
years, with many IT professionals noticing 
their roles and responsibilities shifting as 
tools and technology evolve. The majority 
of respondents feel like technology has 
improved their working lives, which is a 
positive mindset in comparison to fearing 
that technology will replace IT support 
roles. Having said this, in order to maintain 
the mindset that technology exists to 
support humans rather than replace them, 
organisations must make training and 
development of staff a key part of their 
digital strategy.

COVID-19 has led to organisations needing 
to make some tough decisions and some 
drastic changes to ensure their staff can 
continue to work safely. For many, this has 
meant introducing remote working on a 

large scale, which has been an adjustment 
for IT departments and their customers, 
to say the least. The demand for digital 
services skyrocketed in 2020, and IT services 
have had to change how they provide 
support to suit this new way of working. 
This has not only meant accelerating digital 
strategies, but also ensuring support staff 
have the necessary skills to continue to 
provide support in a different environment. 

Many IT professionals believe that remote 
working will continue to be commonplace 
in 2021 and indeed far into the future. This, 
in combination with emerging technologies, 
means that IT professionals, particularly 
those on the service desk, will need to 
develop their skills to enable them to 
effectively support the business and meet 
its needs as they change and evolve.

Understanding the IT or service desk 
strategy and how it links with the wider 
business strategy is important to ensure you 
are able to effectively support the business 
and that key stakeholders can work towards 
a common goal. The data showed that 
automation or processes, tasks, and ticket 
handling will be a main focus for many IT 
departments in 2021, followed by Digital 
Transformation journeys. While both of 
these are technology-focused, they also 
impact people, i.e. customers and IT staff, 
which subsequently were the following two 
most common focuses for this year. 

It is important to understand what is 
happening in the wider industry beyond 
what is relevant for your IT strategy. IT 
professionals believe that IT Security, 
Chatbots and Virtual Agents, and Self-
Service will be the top three trends within 

CONCLUSION
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ITSM this year. IT professionals believe 
that as time goes on, Virtual Agents, 
along with other AI and Machine Learning 
enabled technologies, will become more 
commonplace, and IT support as we know it, 
particularly first-line, will look very different. 
Organisations will need to prepare for this 
and ensure IT has the resources, budget, and 
time to accomplish these goals.

As well as the logistical challenges COVID-19 
presented, organisations were also met with 
issues surrounding finances and mental 
wellbeing. Over 90% of IT professionals now 
work from home, and this disruption in their 
working lives, along with other factors, has 
led to a deterioration in emotional wellbeing 
for many. Over a fifth of respondents are 
concerned about their job security due to 
COVID-19, and around a third have found 
their work life balance has become worse. 

It is crucial that organisations put things 
into place to support employees’ emotional 
wellbeing, listen to their concerns, and 
work with them to understand what can be 
done to help improve their working lives.

2020 was a struggle for individuals and 
organisations alike, but with the insight 
gained from this report, businesses can 
work towards the future. Whether your year 
is focused on stability and getting back to 
a status quo, or whether you run with the 
momentum of change 2020 presented 
to transform IT services, developing your 
staff, putting your customers at the centre 
of your service, and working with the 
business to meet their needs should be key 
considerations for your journey.
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About SDI

The SDI company mission is to inspire service desks to be brilliant. 
To achieve this mission SDI has developed a set of goals by which  
it aims to inspire service desks to:

Embrace:  
To raise the quality of service delivery by valuing best practice

Engage:  
To create an inspiring and engaging customer experience

Invest:  
To empower their teams to be inspired, take action and be better

Shine:  
To demonstrate and deliver exceptional business value

SDI sets the globally recognised best practice service desk 
standards that provide clear and measurable benchmarks for service 
desk operations and professionals. The standards are designed to 
encourage service desks to embrace and value best practice in order 
to raise the quality of service delivery.
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About Freshworks

Freshworks provides innovative customer engagement 
software for businesses of all sizes, making it easy for teams 
to acquire, close, and keep their customers for life. Freshworks 
SaaS products provide a 360 degree view of the customer, are 
ready to go, easy to use, and offer quick return on investment. 
Headquartered in San Mateo, USA, Freshworks 3,000+ team 
members work in offices throughout the world. 

For more information visit freshworks.com
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